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XU Football Future 
On .. Board Xmas List? 
by GARY REED 
Whether Xavier's football program continues or dies -
this this decision will be made sometime before 
Christmas, according to information leaked to the News 
late last week. · 
The preliminary cost analysis study on the football 
program is on Dean of Student Roderick Shearer's desk 
and will probably be sent to the Board of Trustees before 
theend·oftheweek. ,,,_ ___ .______ _ 
Shearer's decision may ~epend in Poor Response 
part on the "gut reactions" of 
~tudents to the .football program, Postpones. Vote 
irregardless of its costs. Shearer · 
· hopes to have such a poll underway · Elections for the Student and the 
I almost immediately, according to University Senates have been 
··r~ J' . . · the same sources. postponed from the proposed dates 
· -...~_ -.., ·. · . ' . I The reason for the rush is the of December 16 and 17 to January 
... ~ - · · imminent deadline on coaching 11 and 12. 
EVENTUAL NOSTALGIA? The future of foot- sources, t~e decision on whether to continue 1 contracts. Contracts with all The decision came as a result of 
ball at Xavier may very well be decided by . th.e financially unprofitable football program I football coaches except the head poor response on the part of 
the time Xavier students return from their will be made before Christmas. 1 coa~h must ~ renewed before students in submitting petitions for holiday vacations. Accordin« to· undisclosed __ --- . . Chnstmas. Earl~er plans to ask for the available posts on both 
C • A , p d t • contract extensions were aborted Senates. Sources close to the News ommittee ppro.ves ro 'UC ·io11,; I since such a condition, if leaked to indicated that the poor response 
S d P 
• • . 1 the press, would make recruiting was due to a breakdCJwn in the Flynn Hits tu ent · ermissiveness . j impossible. publicity of the· el~ticns, which 
. ·; . . . · · · . · Several sources hint that the was the "key to theirsuccess." 
PEGGY GRIFFIN obJected on artistic grounds - on1 The students. who. appeared_ m report forward to Shearer-by the . . fti. by d h h l · th' 1 d ked 'th 't • . Despite persistent e orts to meet .. the groun s t at t e P ay was 10 is P ay an wor Wl i were . Athletic Board maintains that the j h i ~· di' t d t 
Should Xavier University police bad ·taste .. Surely, some students also those who chose the play. l~sses sustain~ by the football ,t e .. propose ·~art::'e, . s u en 
morals? This question was posed may have liked it, ~ut that does not "When the students w~re ~ven per- program in the last two season's petitions we~~ 'lot .. C·. commg. 
by the Xavier News (see last issue) .mean the1>lay was m J{ood taste.". mission to choose their .. oWJl: plays, would be ameliorated by a Winning . The electfo ... •;volved are: 1) 
due to steps taken to censor "Bring- Asked ":hy he. wa~ absent fr.om it di~n't mean 
11 
they could · do year. Further, these souree&:Claim, eight vacated • ' u·.e1 l• Sena~ seats 
ing It All.Back Home." the committee meeting to review anythmg at all, F!1th~r Flynn the report suggests that- the . and 2) studet1t _re~~tation on 
The· show did th~ play, Father ~ynn s~ted th~t, stated. "The players did? t e~en go publicity value of the:· gndiron . the proposed Umvef!1ify Senate. 
.. . th's . aside from pressmg duties, .he did to the moderator, Mr:, Siegfried, to program· could not be offset by· The eight soon-to-be-vacated 
go on 10 i not want to attend the review.· "Id' the .. matter; They_ didn't · · ..... __ ,.... · ·------ h ~S"'"d..:-~~·S case due to the . · . iscuss ... , .... ;- .. ·----- .-.. --·-. -hmng-a-publie-relatioftlHlOmpany seats on t e'"· i.u _en.· enate 
decision of.the .. saw the pl!ly ~nee. There .was·no·want d~s.C11ssion .. ~e st'!'dents.iwithoutafargreaterexpenditure: .. jresulted ·from a_Jottery,::recently 
.. S k . d . "" , n_.,to revi~w it a second time. If I seem to have taken it into tlt.eJI' !>.w.n-: . ~· . ... -- .. , · , .. -:: . , taken within the:·· Senate. The 
pea ere . ~n .. ; . . . . . felt it was m poor taste the first. hands " , As News reporters were unable to . 1 tte ed . th St d t 
Programs Com-. time why subject myself to it a . . . . 4) , see the study, they were una,ble to 'Co rytitwti~s propos d i~ eto du ~dn 
mittee, called in • . ?" . · (Continued on page . l confirrii ·these reports. · . o':'s. '!' on as a evice . eci e 
to · th second time. , · · 1· which eight senators (of the sixteen ~e d .. 
play before its Ad • • t t ' Ent1·ven s·en'ate Ao.en a. .... . : elected at large la8t May) would be 
initial perform- m1n1s ra ors . . . " ' ' : allowed to run .for- re-election in 
Fr.Flynn ft .,,. E • N •1• p 1• • · :December (now January). There 
ance. ea 1rm conom1c ecessl 1es, 0 1c1es : must be e.t least 'nine students 
The committee's resolution, . - . - . 
l · h by MAGGIE AMMON Father 0'€allaghan opened the ·ask~, "What other areas have you' running in this election for it to be passed unanimous y, wit two . bl 
absentees, stated that the play Th S d t S te ~ d h' h meetingulby listinbg the reason~ for considered ·cutting back in, and valid. In the future the availa e 
h uld be rfi ed "d to th · e tu en ena 1ace 1g the fac ty cut ack. There is a what areas will the greatest cut be: seats will be rotated: eight in May 
8 
1
° ped tohrmh. h ue l't ef administration sources head on "financial deficit of $300,000 this made?" Mr. Pfaffinger answered, and eight in December. · 
re evance an e ig qua i Y. o ed £ It tb k · · · th od ti " over rumor acu Y cu ac s m year and probably next year." "I don't know what area will I In addition there are seven posts 
e pr uc on. last week's meeting. · There is a December 1 deadline for receive the largest cut; we haven't; available in the proposed 
According to. Rev. Lawrence. Five administration officials - all faculty contract renewal." got that far yet." The question! University Senate in four divisions: 
Flyn~, ~.J.,ArtsChaiDrmi.n of the C~m- Rev. Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, Father Felton further explained being raised by the administration,! 1) two resident hall students (one 
mumcation epartment an a Vice-President in charge of the December deadline. "We had to he said, is "how well we can serve from the Arts ·and Science College, 
member ~ th~ · Spe( aker~ and Academic Affairs; Doctor Hayes, give them (the faculty) notice even the university community?" Mr. I and one from the College of 
Programs ommitte_e on~. w . 0 ~as Associate Dean of Business if there was another chance of Beumer added there was "no I Busine88 Administration; 2) two 
absAlenltBfrokmHthe r~vi~w)id B~i°:1~! Administration; Rev. John N. economizing." Some .~~c~lty altemative"tocuttingthefacult~ ... !non-resident hall 11tudents (one 
It ac o~e 8 ou n . a Felton, Dean of Arts and Sciences; members, he went on, wmved The present operating budget· each from the Arts and Science 
~n allowed(S 10 Jhe ho~!'e 10 S)the Mr. Irvin Beumer, Vice-President their deadlines until January 1 or must be balanced or the University I College and the College of Business 
~rst place.· ee P ay review p. Busine88 and Finance; and Mr. February 1." "Other areas of the will close, said Father Felton. The I Administration; 3) · one student 
In a recent interview, Father· John Pfaffinger, BusineBB university were not f8:ced with the current operations budget is nine from. the Evening College; and 4) 
Flynn was asked if he was one who. Manager - attended the Monday December 1 deadline," he said. milliol) ·dollars. For the past two· one student from the Graduate 
wanted to censor the play. "Censor- Student Senate meeting to answer "Faculty is the last thing I want to years Xavier has operated with a· School. At least eight students 
ship is a dirty word these days," he questions concerning the recent ·cut." deficit budget, offset by gift must run for these available posts 
replied. "I objected to. the play. I cutbacks. Senator Drew McLandrich· (Co~~~_ue_<! on page 4) to make a valid election. 
·Second of a Series _ 
Campus Drug Arrest$ Break 'Serenity' 
by GARY REED campus. This myth is spread about Ginetz would ·not reveal for In fact, the News has learned, downtown Vice Squad in charge of· equally by the drug users publication. the number of fed~ral ·there are two chief avenues which drug cases or the two Hamilton 
You could probably get themselves and by law narcotics aients operative in this lead to drug arrests, some 300 of County deputy sheriffs who also 
arrested for drug a,buse at enforcement officers hoping to area, which includes most of which are expected to be made in spend much of their time in drug 
Xavier if you worked at it, but bfoff students into over southern Ohio and .northern Hamilton County this year: abuse work. These leads are 
the odds are agains~ it. This is ~~itiousness. . . Kentucky. He made it clear, e Indirectly, as a result of ·usu~ll~ provi~ed by local non-
perhaps the most starthng fact d~g Pa~~uoia. stems from ~rug · howeve~, tpat the number was apprehension for another offense. speciahst police , or by. federal 
up by a team of News reporters m abuse, Special Agent A. A. Gmetz insufficient, . This will be the chief source Qf all agents. Last year s massive drug 
an on-going, in-depth study of of the Federal Bureau of Narcoti~s Contrary to another m~th, .the local drug arrests this year. Many, ~w~p i~ Clifton, which netted 32 
Xavier's drug problem. . . and Dangerous Drugs, told this Federal Bureau of Investigation, if not most arrests will stem from indictments, was the result of 
Contrary to the view clung to reporter in a telephone interview · the FBI, is not charged with policemen ~topping autos for one information gathered by t":o 
tenaciously by most drug abusers, Monday, November 23. . enforcement o~ drug la~s. When reason or another, unrelated to .undercover age~ts of the Ohio 
the brunt of enforcing drug laws "Hard core users think half the FBI agents discover evidence . of drugs. The students who gets high Attorney ~neral. s ~ffice. 
falls not on federal agents but on people on campus are narcs," he drug abuse or drug sale they tum on pot and then attempts to drive, There is no similar undercover 
local police, in Xavier's case the 600 said, "And frankly, that's all right the case 0.ver to the Federal Bureau is doing about as much as he can to work prese?tly underway, News 
some odd Cincinnati police who with me because it helps to keep of Narcotics a?d Dangerous Drugs get arrested short of peddling sources cl.mm. Most arrests are 
have received basic training in their stuff off tile campus." or to local officials. . reefers along Court Street · and !1P~r~hension~ of one" or .~wo 
. . Thus, in this area about 97% Central Parkwa where individuals, either from busts or 
drug arrests. "Our bag is the pusher, not the of all drug arrests are made by . . . . Y • short term undercover work done 
ed l t · Id b " G' tz dded "The minor · · Cmcmnati's Vice Squad · has its ... F era. agen s are se om a. user, . me a . · local enforcement officers - ·offices . . .· . . . by vice squad officers or youthful 
involved m cases of drug abuse on v10l.ator 18 nc~t our n~terest. W~ only Cincinnati or suburban ·police '. · · · · ··looking police officers. 
· college campuses .. despite the myth get mvolved in that so~~! thing on and Hamilton county 4eputy •. • D1rect1~, as a. n.,.ult of leads . . -· . . 
that several "narcs" are on every request of the local pohce. .· . sheriffs. . given the four &J>P.CU a.-ients. of the (Continued on page 6) 
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not ordinarily publilh letten in exce11 of 500 word1. 
Lett.en .nil not be publilhecl unleu they have been 
lisnecl by the Writen. If a writ.er wilhee hi1 name 
withheld, theediton will comply. · 
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Entered u eecond clUI matter October 4, 1948 at the 
Poet Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under .the Act of 
March 3, 1879. Letten 1hould be addreuecl to the 
Editor and mailed to the New• in eare of the Xavier 
Univenity Center. 
;. 
Should Xavier University police 
morals? The question is a touchy one, but 
by no means new. In its root, it stems 
from the· first great university wherein 
Adam and Eve originally tasted of the 
fruit of Knowledge of good and evil, only· 
to be promptly expelled by the Divine 
Administrator, cast out and into the labor 
pool. 
An Old, Touchy ·Problem 
In the succeeding Middle Age, divine-
right (sic) rulers continued these practices. 
although they no longer required their 
agents to be physically emasc~ated. 
Mass education in the Modem Age has 
placed new strains on the ancient 
situation. The noble class has grown 
exceedingly, admitting all who can enroll 
their offspring in the university into its 
swollen ranks - traditions have a way of 
reversin_g themselves. 
With so many to care for, those with the 
god-complex have to face a situation 
where administering morals demands 
more and m()re prodiiious ·efforts, and 
policing .. morals require& . far greater 
numbers of educational monks than ever 
before. ·The latter problem has been 
somewhat ameliorated by a tendency to 
look up ·the few remaining spiritual 
guardians who have managed to linger 
on beyond any reasonable retirement age, 
academic archangels· like School Spirit, 
Intellectual Integrity, and ole Alumni 
Opprobrium. But to little avail. 
."The times, they are a changin," says 
the modem prophet, but we wonder. The 
. graduates of the garden university were 
. dismissed with a speech and a curse into 
the work force, certified with a fig leaf to 
attest their nakedness. Modem graduates 
get the· speech, a curse or two, and an 
appropriate sized piece of parchment. 
-DGR 
Ever- -since, · wherever the sons and 
daughter&. of- these first alumni have 
hungeri;d~:.:.::atter Knowledge, later-day 
divines· h-.we-·appeared on the scene to 
enact prohibitions, to curse and expel the 
offenders; to regiment and admonish, in a 
word, tQ · _ij4_ministrate. Their ultimate 
threat, then :ai now, was the labor pool 
beyond : tl!~::-0~!!ifortable confines ~ the 
campus. --·-··- ·· 
Since~~iji:morals is (as in th~ first 
universiflK.[~:gre onerous problem than 
.. ···:: .. ~_-\¥.here· Are Our Heads? 
· predic ··ating"T.;, moral prohibitions, . these 
perenriial=8am1mstrators have had to rely 
on a le°giojj.of.lj.jrelings, much as the ·First. 
Admiriisli'ator~ommissioned his aiigels 
to stand-~=guard. This practice-,.·-has 
undergo~e:-. ,,..a~~,number of interesting 
transfO,~~tioiis with the passing of time. 
In ClassiCal~times, the administrators. -
who, of course~ were generally reputea "to 
be of <ijyj,ng q~scent - found angelf).'a~bit 
hard. to come·by and began the practice of 
employing eunchs to do the job. Sinc;~is 
was rather. expensive, they were fu~her 
limited io.;.polfoiilg only the well-endowed 
progeny:9fthfi:npble class. 
...... - • ·- .t . . ~. ' ·.· ............. ' 
The only service to which our 
University ::may· justifiably ·subordinate 
all° ·Other concerns is that of pursuing . 
·-----linowledge: for the sake of kiiowledge. 
--·--When we hear complaints of disservice, 
ler-=·us recall that the only service for 
.::..:.:-::--~hi~h we are gathered together is that of 
·- . pure education - learning for the sake of 
~- ..:_· -· .. ~n~wing. 
Dorm life and· student government are 
on& circumstances: hi the evolution--ofthe 
,.,.,,. university. But when books are left 
unread: when professors' lectures are left 
unchallenged and unappreciated, and 
__ when aesthetical beauty is left unenjoyed, 
"' . " . . .....•. ., .... ~~-···· .......... ;~";; .....••.•.••..•.•.....•...•.•.........•.... ········ .. . • • • 
: - -· ·-- ·----- ---·-A' CHRISTM"AS'"MESSAGE." . : . --- -- . ~~'!\!' .. Y..v-. ' .... , .. ~ .,,.,.,. ,,,,,. ' . 
: As. we p';epare for Christmas this· year', we remember that the comb~g of Jesus..i!J not .o.nly !I.Pa.st event at : 
• Bethlehem nor only a future event at the end of time. Jesus must be. born ng-w_in his people through the· • • • • Eucha~!-'e share as Christians. -~ ' • 
: Our university is pledged to remai~ a Christian institution; Among other things-that means Jesus should : . 
: be fully alive in those of us who share belief in him as we cooperate in meeting the crises our universities : 
• fac~~:The season calls us to refl.;rct on our awareness of this here at.Xavier. Does the story 9f our life • 
• here,.t,Qptlier show the hope and theJrust and the patient love of Jesus? To what extent have all of us been : 
succesiifunn continuing his mission:_~ringing his light int.o the.obscurities of our human enterprise? Let us • 
pray fdflfiie another on Christmas; 1970 that we might fulfill .that mission t.oday. : 
The Christmas Midnight Mass in Beliarmine Chapel will be offert!d by Fathers Klein; Bischoff and : 
Cavanaugh for all of you and your families. You are invited t.o join in that celebration in our· University • 
91!~JJ.~l: Aperiod of carol singing, pr~~ding the Mass, will begin at 11:30 p.m. · : 
• May Christmas bring us the· peace and joy of God's presence.  
. ·-·-·-,.-~._., -·-" " ... . 
The Campus Ministry • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
---------------- AN OPEN LETrER TO THE DEAN OF STUDENTS 
AND THE STUDENT SENATE 
damned be the man who carries any torch 
. for student politics or who places any 
priority in social events. When there is a 
lack of money for the purchase of basic 
academic tools, such as library books, 
who is so insane as to use hundreds of 
dollars for the decoration of a student 
council office? 
Where are our heads? 
· Go back to high school, all those who 
maintain that some administration must 
take you by the hand and lead you to 
education. Go back to the study halls and 
. homerooms, all those who must persist. 
that Big Brother Administration is 
keeping you from learning. The books are 
out in the world waiting to be read, and 
we expressly stub our own toes when we 
deprive the library another chance· of 
purchasing book~. 
· It is not that any one segment of this 
community is ~olely blameworthy for our 
·predicament. ··There is laziness and 
misinformation on all ·sides, and it will 
not be any better until the largest 
segment - we, the two · thousand 
members of the student body - are 
wiliing to realize that our university will 
be just as conducive to humane living as 
we make it':' This place will never be any 
more intellectual, more alive, or more 
stimulating if we dQ not sacrifice our own 
time, money, and social-· ;ctivity .for the 
priority of education. I ox• 
Mr. ·Roderick Shearer, Dean of Students 
Xavier University Student Senate 
Reports of recent events at Xavier University have raised the graveet questions as to the 
viability of the student program here, and the effectivene11 of the univel'lity itself: 
(4) Students have been reported as prese~ting dramatic productiona which violate 
scriptural obligations concerning a Christian's words and thoughte 1uch aa may be found 
in Psalm 19: 15, and Matthew 5: 27-30. Tlie only fogical conclusion fa that the laws of God 
and the commands of .. Christ are no longer applicable to student activities at Xavier 
University; 
(1) The actions of a student mob in the dininlr hall and eleewhere, and apparent 
capitulation to the mob's demands, raises the question as to whether the university will 
be governed by wild barbarians or civilized gentlemen. There is nothing in the pub· 
lished reports thus far t.o indicate that is is not the former; · 
(2) The reported cause of the mob's actions leaves no doubt whatever that they were 
demanding the right to shack·up with their girl friend• in the dormitory room1. If thi1 is 
true, then (a) they have openly repudiated Chri1tian principles; (b) they were lying when 
they answered an earlier questionnaire on the intervisitation proposill to the effect that 
they were not seeking this privilege for immoral purpo191. The mob'• action i1 prima facie 
evidence that that is precisely what they wanted, and intend to do, if the proposal i1 
granted; 
(3) Reports of open uae of narcotics on the campu1 raiaea the question of the complicity · 
of both the university and the students in the commiaaion of crime. It ii the inescapable 
duty of every citizen and eveey institution in a democracy to as1ist in the enforcement of 
its laws. Any flagrant failure to do so constitutes complicity in their violati.on. The 
apparent ease with which an ordinary news reporter could find open violation• constitutes 
prima facie evidence of culpable negligence, and hence complicity; 
(5) There are many other evidences of the breakdown of univer1ity diecipline and 
abandonraent of courteous, decent, Chri1tian behavior: the 1udden 1plurge of obscene and 
profane language, violating both the spirit and the letter of the Second Commandment; 
. the gradual abandonment of the dress code, even while (hypocritically?) retaining its 
words. 
The. causes of this crisis undoubtedly include both a lack of effective student leadership, 
and the failure of the university to instill Chri1tian attitudes and principlee in the hearts 
. and minds of the students. · · 
I would therefore strongly urge (1) that the Student Government reeisn· as a body; if it 
fails t.o do ao, its operations should be suspended and re-con1tituted by the Dean of 
Stud~nts; student representation on the Univer1ity Senate 1hould be carefully re-
: con~1dered; (2) the faculty, with the encouragement and support. of the ~dministrati~n, 
should set up a crash program to develop ways of teaching the students what Christianity 
is all about, and t.o instill in their hearts a love of Christ and a desire to do Hi• will. 
. Sincerely yours, 
Henry Williams 
Aasociate Profeslor of Economies 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY. CINCINNATl.-OHIO~ WEDNESDAv;·DECEMBER 11;1970 
M~~ha~I Myers 
· · Xavier Ed.ucation Reve~l~ Paradox 
At the top of the list of thirty-one nearly representative of a true h If 1 • 
"educational and learned a IO? one modest experimental , 
organizations" in which Xavier's ·campusconaenaua.) academic communtiy .. to be-' 
catalogue proudly proclaims Out ·of a total of 57 ':eatab~i.ahed -on XaVier'a ·campus;· 
University membership, we find recommendations which the . and a watered down. version, at ·' 
the Jesuit Educational workshop promulgated, a mere that. 
Association, (J.E.A.). Aa a further handful have accidentally and Contrary to the opinion of. at l 
recognition of this August body, separtely found their way through least one member of the B~ard of 
Xavier's Board of Trustees baa the bunkers of governance at Trustees, which was that Xavier 
seen fit to appoint the president of Xavier. The most primary should not be an objective forum 
the J.E.A., Rev. A.W. Crandell,. recommendation ia, "that these.· for ·all ideas; ,the ·J.E.A. affirmed· 
S.J., as the newest Board member. materials be reproduced in that: "the university . should . 
These observations have been ~uf~ici~nt numbers by .each endea".or to present a collegiate 
noted in order to accent a paradox institution to make them available education that ia truly geared to 
in the philosophy of education at for study and discussion by all modem society. Thia means that 
Xavier; which paradox, in tum, segments of the university ... in an . the . intellectual campus of a 
highlights a very . real academic attempt to arrive at a consensus . Catholic university has no . 
crisis at this university. applying the recommendations of boundaries and no . barriers ... The. 
In my . position aa the student the w~rksh.ip .~ocuments to th_e w,hole .. world of knowledge and 
member of Academic Council, with local situation. - One wonders ideas must be open to the student· 
ilp()n whilt'deaf ears this fen;·aince. there muat'be no outlawed books o; . 
the help of the Student their are approximately five copies subjects." · . 
Goveminent Academic Committee, f 'd · I h 
many facets of education at Xavier 0 881 · mate~a 8 extant on t e. · Addressing itself to the role· of 
and . acource-booka have been campus. · Philosophy and · Theology, ·the 
studied~ .One of the moat up-to-date A seven page report on "The . ~Port says;" ... we must keep 
·and informative reacourcea we Distinctive Characteristics of a reminding ourselves that . the 
have come across; one which Jesuit Higher Education" ia integration of knowledge ia carried 
addresses itself ·wholly . to the included. It is, to a.aY. the lent, on by the learning person~ not by 
distinctive points of a Jesuit somewhat less euphUJStic and more any one academic discipline 
education; ia the "Guidelines for direct than the university alone." Later it does speak in favor 
Jesuit Higher Education: , The "objectives" as outlined in the of some requirement: "Perhaps &a 
COnsensu8Statement8, Recommen· Xavier catalogue. To quote: . many as three couraea are needed 
dations, and Committee Reports "The central Jesuit emphaaia on to lead students into formal 
Of the J.EA.. Denver Workshop adaptability-that pragmatic philosophic reflection." · 
on - Jesuit Universities and · startegy that sees the end and ia The queetion seems to · be· if 
Colleges: Their Commitment in · willing to find whatever legitimate Xavier will not seriously consider 
a World of Change." This report means are necessary to reach the .reflective rec0nimendations of 
was compiled after eight days of it-would seem to free. Jesuits and eighty eminent, Jesuit-oriented 
discussions involving over eighty · those who share their outlook from educators, then what of the 
educators; the majority being any absolute dependence on given recommendations of "campus 
Jesuits; among whom were three cu"icula, given styles of teaching, consensus"?? -When the limited 
Jesuits ·from Xavier's admin· given styles of education. facts available confirm the 
istration. (Thia aaya some- . Experimentation should be a experience that academic· 
thing about Xavier in itself, in fundamental element of Jesuit innovation and experimentation 
that the other member institutions ' distinctiveness in the future." are seen as threats rather than 
chose to send delegations more Meanwhile, it takes a year and a (Conti-;,,ued on page,7) , 
Richard. E: Dumont, Ph.D • 
. Ph"i~osop.hy Cu.ts_..:. 'Frontal Lobo_tomy.~ 
At Xavier as in every educational institution; there remains merely that it la .. in a mortal state when its 
institution of higher learning there the title 9f "university" which .at vital activity can be minimally 
are. sectors of activity: the best would be a mere anachronistic identified in terms of brain waves, 
academic, the adminiiltrative; and euphemism. pulsations, and muscular 
the student affairs. If the queetion In the present core structure a twi~hing. If the. P!esent ~re 
"The funniest m·ovie I've seen this"''.•.-: 
year! Jus~t go, run to see it!"-~.wvo'"·~o., 
... IOllllJ-·. : '· : 
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of strict priority were to be raised in preferred status is awarded the two cumculum at Xavier JS not qwte .. _ 
a radical manner, it must be disciplines of theology and yet prepared for a post-mortem 
deemed that the academic has the philosophy. While the two at autopsy~ there are ~ number of ,.-_· ..,:i..,. ----------------------... 
ascendancyovereveryothersector. present are almost at a parity in educated. ~hrs1c1a~s and . ;.P· AR. T TIM. E JO.as· 
If there be anything distinctive in houn required, there wu a time in . undertakers within Xavier who are 
our institution by which one can the Xavier curriculum when a •prepared and eager to hasten the . 
distinguish it from other societiee, preponderant attention was autopsy; ther are eager to oust · · 
certainly it is its search after devoted to philoaophy. While the p~~oph~ .from its preferred· '. 
learning; it is an academy of underlying rationale for the pontion within the core. 
disciplines and disciples. preferred status accorded There are those who wish to 
Every disciple ia a student; some philosophy ia manifold, there ia one democratize the core, the reduce all 
students are leu learned, others dominant reuon that should be disciplines to a status of equality in 
are more learned. The academic ·underscored;' thia reuon · reflects which each must vie with the other 
process of education consists the Catholic.and Jeeuit academic and make itself attractively 
succinctly in the progresaive heritage of liberal education that sellable to the student. There are 
liberation of each academic ·has characterized the curriculum those who argue that what can be 
member from his natal ignorance. since Xavier's inception: accomplished in fifteen houn can 
3 TO 11 SHIFT 
Work· Any Two Evening• 
Plus Saturday . Day: Shift 
· $76 per week SalarY. · 
Call 821 -4924 
Student Director 
This is accomplished by a peculiar philosophy has been the just as 88;8ilY be accomplished in 
activity that baa as its· sole architectonic source of the twelve, nine, or leas. There are i;iiio •. iii~iii-"iiii·-._ ... ., •• ·-·---·--.. -._-___ . ·.-.---.·--·-· _ .. ___ ..._~_ .. __ .• -.--.·-.. -_ .• ,.., 
objective the eventual mastery of organicity and catholicity of the those who question the very 
~d professional competency in the disciplines. Where there is a existence and relevance of the soul 
disciplines: study. Studiosity is or diversity of disciplines, such aa another instance of the 
should be the dominant diversity attains an organic unity philosopher's irrelevant examples 
characteristic activity of such an in the measure that there is one •and probings; to these individuals 
academy: atudioaity in reflection, discipline whose catholic and the soul ia little more .than Ryle'a 
atudiosity in research. universal interest places it outside "ghost in the machine." There are 
In attending to the academic and beyond all other disciplines aa those who adduce economic, 
disciplines at Xavier in its th~ organiz~ng and. ~ni!°ating a~iological, .hi~torical, pedago-
undergraduate curriculum, two umtyofthedlBparatediaciplmes. gical, .an.d ~imdar rea~ons for 
sectors of study obtain. They are In the long tradition of·Xavier'a the ebmmation of phi~oaophy. 
known as the College of Business , liberal education, philosophy has '!h~re are leaders at XaV1er who 
Administration and the College of been its curricular and academic maiat that~~ fol~ow .the example of , 
Arts and Sciences It is the core animua. It has served to animate other Jesuit matitutiona who have 
curriculum that se~ea as the focus the curricular organicity aa the effectively. elimin.ated philosophy 
of academic unity which allows soul serves to animate the from their cumcu.lar. progr~~· 
this collegial diversity to be one corporeal organs. The simile must There ~re those who ma1~t that it ia 
within the. integral, organic whole be taken literally, not mer.ely a hindrance to inc~eaaed 
that ·ia Xavier University. A figuratively. When the soul departs enrollment. 
substantive · part of · the core from the body there remains a Let the democratic process at 
curriculum is prescribed for cadaver. A cadaver is not lacking Xavier prevail. Let the scalpel 
students of both colleges. In in organic structure, but it is perform its incision, the same 
attending to the core curriculum, lacking in organicity and vitality; scalpel which has so recently 
then, as the focal unity of Xavier's eventually it disintegrates into the operated auccesafully in 
academic organicity, ia it not plurality of its parts. It ia performing a frontal lobotomy in 
proper to inquire aa to its curricular technically rather difficult to reducing philosophy to its present 
unity and organicity? For, surely, if determine precisely at what instant fifteen hours. Since the very 
there ia no overall curricular unity the body ceases to posaesa its soul prospect of examining or dissecting 
in the diversity of disciplines since there remains some isolated in a philos"phical context the 
obtaining in the core curriculum, activity on the part of the relevance of Xavier' a academic soul 
· then there is no organic unity distinctive organs. But, those who ia a dead issue, there simply 
within the institution of Xavier are experienced in the demise of the remains t~e te<;hnic;a~ task of 
considered aa an academic · b~y are fully · prepared to judge , , (Continued on page 4) 
·•·• t 
Wish you were here. 
wassarman 
&a!5 rac• st:111at 
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Administrators Enliven Senate Agenda; Reaffirm Economic Necessities 
(Continu_idfrom page 1) 
incomes. Aa ·;,r Octobe~ 9, 1970 Sophom~~e Claaa President Mike In other Senate buaineu, Senator A final vote could not be taken the agenda. Senator McLandrich 
there waa a $500,021 deficit~ Mr. Anderson asked if there waa. any John Ryan reported the results of because a majority of senators explained he "just proposed it to get 
Beumer said this will be "offset poaaibility that the rank and tenure the first meeting of the Committee present abstained from voting on it off the agenda. It baa nothing to 
with expected gift income" to 8yatem will be revised, because it to study Home Rule in the this pro~aal. do with my personalfeelinga." 
$300,000 by ·June, 1971. "All waa hia understanding that this dormitories. He submitted a budget Mark Thiron strongly chaatiaed The meeting closed with Thiron'a 
surplus money we had in the past ia waa the niethod of cutting faculty. of $200 to bring six students and the senators for their "total lack of announcement of Wednesday' a 
gone, and we have to come up with He added that the academic life ia advisors from the University of effort" in studying this proposal. Student State of the University 
a balanced operating budget," he moat important in a University. Nebraska. He said efforts were. He said that three montha·waa long· Address, 1:30 p.m. in the 
concluded.·· Father Felten said, "This whole being . made to contact other enough for one proposal to be on University Theater. 
FatherO'Callaghan reminded the think of rank and tenure is a pain universities with more liberal dorm · 
senators they must "distinguish in the neck and elsewhere." He systems. 
between administrative and aca· explained tenure is necessary to The Salary Proposal was again · 
demic decisfona.'·' attract good, new professors to a brought up for discussion. In the 
Senator :lu~h Gedman aaked "if ·university., . .. . new proposal, the Student Govem-
th . '· ·• . . .to be' tb k Father 0 Callaghan srud, If this ment secretary would receive $100 ere are going any cu ac s · · d t ·th 
Xavier News 
made in athletics?" Father umve~1ty oesh no come ulp W1·11 for eight months; the treasurer $50; 
O'Callaghan replied that the study cuts m ot er areas, "w1 the publicity chairman $20; and the EDITOR-IN-CHIEF .................................... D. Gary Reed 
"ttee' · t t t personally lead the revolt. He social chairman $lOO per event. MANAGING EDITOR ........................... Paul F. McLaughlin 
commli ted 8b ret f!?r was n? ytoe went on, "If we can find a way to These salaries would be retro-active ASST. MANAGING EDITOR ........................ Jim Gruenwald 
comp e u we are gomg k h l ·n Th . NEWS EDITOR Robe h th rt thl ti t eep t eae peop e, we WI • ere to the first of October. . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. ... .. rt C. Herring 
~ve de repo ~1;1Cl.8 d :oocs,,,n:; aresomepreciouspeopleinvolved." Se M La d. h f SPORTS EDITOR .................................... Robert R. Hyle 
Be urs ay, ~v~.r m~ .. e~ kn y. h rt . When the five officials left th s°~tor ~ n al nc :da~'Thnsor oal ASST. SPORTS EDITOR ................................ Tim Te&han 
~ersru. '!etO~~ :Owtw"t8,' Senator John Gordon commented. e a.ary t rs ,sruh, th !re CAMPUSEDITORS ...................... PeggyGriffin,DennyKing 
w~ a~ gtoointhg l'·u··:: oH a al u I :d that "this is probably along with iss.ude blB tno h tohw mthuc h eyld arbee . CONTRIBUTING EDITORS ......................... Phil A. Mullins 
re1emng a .e ... !!.8· e sosru . . . • . pru, u we er ey sou G XB h' 
that any athlt!tic ,cutbacks would Interv1S1tation, the most important paid or not. I've got numbers down regory oe m 
t be · d·'·"··'"·-1·· f " It thing the Senate baa tackled all b t Id 't all bel" PRODUCTION MANAGER .......................... Steve Goodman no ma e -an~- ieu o .acu y on paper, u on re y ieve ASST PRODUCTION MANAGER · 
cutbacks.:::',':..::;..:.-.~::::. year." init" ·oPINl.ON P'"GE MAN'"·GER ......................... Ric Calme 
· .· ~: ....... ·.,._._. ~-: ' n n ........................ Ferd Kleinhaus 
Mike Ariderson said he "didn't CIRCULATION MANAGER ........................... Gregory Keer 
see why it is necessary for a salaey REPORTERS .............................. Mike Myers, John Layne, 
: -~: · ·· ··- ·. (Continued from page 1) - or at least that much." Jim Lynch, Mary Hayes, Maggie Ammons, 
FlY.11,~-.~its Student Permissiveness 
Besides objectiniJ..: to the play Before closing the interview, Senator Mike King said, "I don't John Albert, John Blanchard 
itself and what Father Flynn called Father Flynn referred to Father .like the idea of dropping the MODERATOR ............................................ John Getz 
"lack of student responsibility," he Radenmiller, . a priest recently salaries . of president and vice- BUSINESS MANAGER .................................. Jack Jeffre 
also felt that the.moderator should appointed. in the diocese to president; they are all students in 
have been· niore.::aware of his supervise ·in cases concerning studentgovemment." ----------------------. ____ ............ .., 
purpose. "The moderator has had porno~aphy. "TJ:iough Xavier is Senator Mike Coffey added, "You FORUM CLUB 8t APARTMENTS 
very little to do with the selection of n?t stnctly speaking ~ part of_ t~e can't expect a person to put in that 
plays - he is not moderating as he d~oce~e, we should hstt;n to has much time without a 
should." directive~ - .we owe .1t ·.to . the reimbursement." 
"In the interest . of Xavier," commumty to hsten." . 
. . Mike Anderson replied, "I don't 
Father Flynn went on, "we can't In s~akmg with .Ro~ Shearer, think anything should outweigh 
allow this type of·thing to go on. Dean of_§~d1m~ ,A~airs, at appears the personal commitment to the 
Somebody has to put their foot that no.~~'!. directives have been community." . 
down and hold it." ··· established by the administration. . . . 
Father felt t_hat.it":was a radical "The plays will continue to be sub- President Mark Thiron admitted 
element on campus which was mitted to the Committee for that the Salary Proposal is a 
review "Shearer stated,· complicated issue "in terms of 
• Student Lease's (3-6-9-Months) 
• Located 10 Minutes from Xavier Univ. 
• 1-2 Bedroom Apartments 
• Furnished 8t Unfurnished ~ 
• First Half Month's Rent Free 
717 Dixmyth Avenue-Open 10 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Saturday 9a.m.-6:30p.m.-Sunday 12-4 
Call: 552-7777 (After 7 p.m. 851-4530) 
. . . I 
being so resentful regarding censor- C • .. . . b.. theory and practicability," but he 
ship. "There are· :some violent · o~m1tti:~· mem. ere. are· supports it. ----------------------------
leaders on this campus who would appomted;by. the president" of the 
~ bum this place. to t~ .. ground, and University;.;:mr a one-year:. terin, 
even some filciii"ty mi1inbers; this is though miii\'Y' of th1iifif'""meffitiers · ..._, •·· -· · · 
- not the majority, but there are have beeT.::-re-app9iii~l!'d~'The .. 
some. Their principles aren't going student representatives tO the Com· 
- they are gone.· Today anything mittee are appointed by the Student 
goes." Senate. 
Philosophy Cuts - 'Frontal Lobotomy' 
(Continued f ram page 3) 
incisively extirpating it from the 
curriculum. What will remain 
following such extirpation? There 
will remain an organic structure, 
but no organicity; a democratic 
communization of disciplines, but 
no hierarchy; an equality- of 
disciplines, but no primacy; a norm 
of democratic equality, but no 
autocracy. Briefly, there will 
prevail an utter curricular and 
academic secularity bereft of that 
universalizing and catholicizing 
discipline, philosophy, that alone 
of the profane disciplines is able to 
identify the ultimate source of all 
order as founded in God, and to 
orientate all disciplines in view of 
this ultimate norm. 
the disparate . disciplines. Truly, 
Xavier woutd be more realistic to 
adopt the title of Xavier Pluri· 
versity and to adopt the equally 
appropriate titles of College of 
Arts and ' Sciences, College of 
Business Administration. And 
while we are play{ng on words, 
the philosopher might be prone 
. to regard the program of liberal 
education with a further reduc· 
tion of philosophy from the core 
as a labial rather than a liberal 
one. But beware! When the order 
of philosophical autocracy is 
replaced by the "order" of a 
communi~tic democracy, the 
society of Xavier will then be 
prone to be governed by the 
despotic power of sheer political 
force, an eventuality· which is 
all to Jfresent today in the grow-
ing clamor of priorities. 
Following such extirpation, each 
discipline must initiate for itself 
its own philosophy: scientism, 
historicism, pedagogical pragam· 
tism, psycho-sociological relati· 
vism, socio-economic relevantism, 
etc. Where there is no universal, 
Catholic Truth, there are merely 
technical truths attainable in·. 
• • • 
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Play Review . •'··~ "•~1•••-• ....... ..,..,. "-v""'"'-,,._ . ..,: .,,.. ··-·~ _..A 
'Potpourri' - Enjoyable, Uneven 
... ·.:' : .. t 
Drama 
by JOHN BLANCHARD McGurk. Her interpretation of the. contemporary society 8!I a m~e· of 
. F r the last two weekends The pining widow of late nineteenth artistic_ expression, is could provide x.J players pres;nted _century Russian aristocra~y . w~s more con~~t-wiae tha~ a rehas.h ~f 
"P tpourri"-a collection of three excellent. Her many shifts m last years Laugh-In . But this is 
on:act comedies produced and emotion were .effective because atl Terrence McNally has given us. 
directed by students·· alone. they were not ?verdone .. ~h~ made Of the three comedies, "Bringing 
Performed in the Arena Theater each gesture with a sensitivity and it All Back Home" made the 
"Potpourri" provided an evening of control which .I. have rarely seen strongest impression upon the 
enjoyable, though uneven, threater upon the Xavier stage. She was audience: this, I think, is 
for those attending. real. significant. The play was an 
The first - comedy-"l'm '·'Bringing it All Back attempt at presenting a viable form 
Herbert" -was really an exchange . Home"-the play which had the of theater which addresses itself· 
of reminiscences between an over- distinction of meriting a special specifically to the. problems of our 
the-hill couple who can't seem to previewing by a board of concerned present society. In my opinion the 
remember anymore. The program university members to determine· if attempt failed aesthetically-but I 
did not give the author of "I'm it was sufficiently harmless for sincerely hope the Xavier Players 
Herbert"-! suspect the script is a Xavier to sponsor -was the most will continue to experiment with 
reject from the Jonathan Winters ambitious comedy of the collection. their theater, and continue to risk 
Show. Greg Hudson played an The script calls for a cast of ten, Jl(!rforming plays which are not 
Give Her The Ring 
She Really Wants . 
You know,,she'd really rather have 
a ring from Newstedt-Loring Andrews . 
and when you check our prices you'll 
find them well within your budget. · 
Of course, we offer divided payments 
with no finance charges. 
The set shown is $225. 
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• adequately pathetic bird watcher eight of whom are on stage at one only safe, stodgy and respectable 
who has lost everything but a few time. In a small theater in the musicals from the good old days. 
delusions of past-playboy round such as the Arena, this Such experimentation demands 
grandeur. Miss Baehner gave a means an attention-dispersing a liberality of censorship 
more empathetic protrayal of the clutter of unnecessary bodies, regulations within the univerliity. 
almost dead but still bitchy Muriel. which loses all the possible ·If Xavier refuses to allow its 
Tom Witte, the director, did a good intensity of an concentrated stage, students a broad freedom of artistic 
job of bringing to life a limited and leaves the action hopeless~y · expression, it will consign itself to . 
script. The play would have decentralized. , . a permanent atmosphere of 
profited from a moderate blue- But if the action was repression and stagnation in 
pencilling job: somehow the eighth decentralized, the plot was even creativity, wholly. inconducive to 
repitition of the same more so. The opening satire of the the presentation of . serious, 
misunderstanding doesn't arouse great American family gives way, challenging drama at Xavier.· 
the same response that the fourth with the arrival of Jimmy (the •liillil•..-1111111111111111111~~111~~····11!11111,lllJI~~·~··~~~~!!~!~~ 
or fifth did. corpse of the late great American 
Chekhov's "The Boor" is a hero), tO an absurdist mock of 
delightful play. Gary McGurk• contemporary chauvinism. Enter 
directed it· simply and the part-time revolutionary, full-
traditionally-letting the plot time black tokenly integrated T.V. 
survive on its own momentum, interviewer who socks it to the 
with the actors along to. built ~P assembled honkies before leading 
steam. Rick Holben played a solid into a statuesque interview in fron 
stock butler, while Jerry Me~z filled of the cameras. Meanwhile, Jimmy 
in as a less-than-behevabJe periodically pops out of his coffin to 
cossack. But their actions were offer searing insights into what it's 
only interesting sidelights ar~und really like to get your stomach 
the central J_>erformance o~ Linda ripped open by a shell (and golly 
WVXU-FM Gets 
FCC Approval 
(FAX) The University's new nun-
' commerical educational radio 
'station, WVXU-FM, has been 
approved by the Federal 
Communications Commission for 
a three-year ·term extending from 
October 1, W70, to October 1, 1973. 
WVXU-FM will operate on a 
frequency of 91.7 megaHertz, with 
transmitter output of 10 watts. 
Main studio of the station is 
located in Alter Hall, with the 
necessary apparatus situated at 
the Symmes Street Studio. The FM 
antenna for WVXU-FM is side-
mounted on the tower supporting 
the ·.television antennas of Station 
WCP0-1'V and WCE1'-1'V, which 
has an overall height above ground 
of906 feet. 
gee, folks, they never talked about 
me like that before: I wonder if they 
really cared). But then it all comes 
home to the folks-metanoia. The 
father runs off to the bowling alley, 
the kids disappear to their friends', 
and the mother is left to· bawl 
inconsolably with the weight of 
truth slumped upon her. Whatever 
happened to apple pie? And the 
audience responds with the 
Pavlovian sigh: how true, I 
suppose. 
Inspite of its incoherence, the 
script was generally humorous and 
the acting good. Denny Horton 
beautifully captured the effete 
father hung up on a pseudo-
masculinity complex, and Kathie 
Labanz, as Susy, was charmingly 
sluttish. Still, the characterization 
never rose above the stereotypical, 
and this is probably my chief 
objection with the play. If the 
theater has any value in 
·. . . ..... . ...... :/!: 
.. . . :: . :·. . ::.~·:·. . . 
•coca·Col::.'.and "Coke" are reglstere~. lrade·~arks w~ich identify same. 'prod.~cl ol The:C~~:a:~:J~,a ·~:·~P~~~-~~ . 
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From the, golden grain 'neath the generous sun comes the pure grain beer 
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lntervisitation-Nece~sity or Exaggeration? 
by PATIE PETZ 
In the United States today, a 
regardleea of sex. This is what the dormitory students. We feel a 
objective ofintervisitation. policy of intervisitation should be 
established. · 
college degree has become The term inter-visitation takes on 
somewhat the a norm in our the connotation of mingled 
society. As stated in .the 1970·71 visiting. Visiting is a necessary by MARY HAYES 
Xavier University Handbook, the aspect of the socialization process The issue concerning 
ideal profile of a Jesuit University that is necessary to the maturation intervisitation is getting out of ' 
should be one who is ,. .. generously· of the individuals. One must no live hand. It's too exaggerated, too 
committed to creative involvement in the solitude of his own life. misunderstood and too 
and leadership ·in the intellectual, People need other people in order to nonessential. It's just too much. It's 
social, cultural and religious life of develop their own individuality. time we cooled it. -
his world. He:imust also have a Intervisitation would afford the . d 
balanced appraisal·, ·of reality, chance for students to meet their The incessant deman for open 
~ellow students who live thru out d?rms ~Y the students seem. to be especially of •the :the· material and 1 ' h d f t bl h d •t w'th them - m ermg any pro l a e 
bodily, a recognition· of the power 
1
t e s~~tae ti' ormi 0% p1r vide ~ communication between them and 
and danger oh!vil1' yet a reverence ntervisi 0~ cou 0 the administration in regard to an 
for the goodness of· creation and understanding of the question. Can 
human achievement ... ,... the student assume this claim 
Xavier . University· affords an ·• • • • based on his right as a resident of· 
excellent education for' the students D tervJSI 181100: . the dorm? Will a take over of Alter 
that attend it. The said ·objective of Two Views Hall be Xavier's "claim to fame"? 
this university is the ·production of Those who avidly support the 
an individual; who 'is well-rounded issue are creating such turmoil that 
in all aspects of:. life (intellectual, · naturally the administration reacts 
social, cultural· and religious). This friendlier atmospher~ in which to with· an investigation of every , 
goal is difficult to attain for those aspect of 1'nte-"s1'tation 1·n d r to reside,- and it also could produce a • u . or e · · ·students, who are·be._. tter·known as di rth h'dd t. Th · more natural way of life. Residents scove e 1 en secre · ere is, 
"dormies." of the dorm would be able to have in fact, nothing to hide. The 
For dormitoey students, the dorm people visit them in their natural students want and demand a 
is their home-:nine months a year. surroundings~their home. privileg~ ~at ·"! so . ~vi.al ~ 
Each dormie lives in a small "Dormies" are proud of their academic life. If 1ntervis1tation 1n 
neighborhood of·· approximately rooms, which are their homes. the donns happens to .be 11'..anted, 
· forty people-thi& neighl>orhood is When one wishes to visit or have we . sh?uld . accept 1t. ~~ . a 
known as a win1;· · .Our dorm visitors, it is only natural not to realization of what mdivid~al 
Kuhlman Hall, con~ts.of thirteen disassociate the oppoaite sex from changes ~ccompany the new ruling 
wings or small neilhbor~oods. The his or her presence. and not, m an added breath, shout, 
term neighborhood connotates a . . "we won, so let's make full use of 
common vicinity in which a group The dorm is our home and it ~ a . the policy". Because the issue is 
of people live. The term place where we should en1oy temporarily turned down ther lies 
neighborhood denotes the people ourselves. ; no need to become railed and 
that one knows and the visiting, of Intervisitation . affords an uneasy. Intervisitation is hardly a 
these people .with each other · oppo~unity to socializ~ for the :cause to revolt. 
-Campus .. i>rug Arrests Break ·s~·r.;~ity~ ':_ '· ... · 
(Conti~ued from page 1) .. "We are rathe~ remiss in makin~" ~dniit th~t ~hey generally tu~ o.ver 
Wh · 11 - - ted arrests on campuses " Vice Squad information about abusers either to . 
d 
o •sh usua?yUarr~~ 1 o~ detective Mulligan C:f Cincinnati's. the police or school administrators 
rugs c arges sua y, oca l' ti ld h ,.., " de nding on the case ·officials agree arrestees are po ice orce to t e news, and we pe . · • . 
· h ' d · · wish we weren't" However, Assistant Hamilton 
between eig u;en an twenty-~ix .. "By our ar'rest records," he ·County Prosecuting Attorney 
~=~o~~~r ;!~;lo~t;7~0:1:~1!~ :~~~;~~· "~::~~ven't i:~~~~~ng ~::t;~;t:r a~=:~t~h~. o~po~ite 
longer hving .. witb... .. their par.ents, There are·-"·a number of Mestemaker warns that tile 
and either ~elli~g drugs for p~rt or reasons why drug arrests on student, proctor, or dean who 
al~ of ~heir mco1!1e, or simply campuses are more difficult. actually observes a drug sale or 
without income. This means they· Occasionally, students choose to drug use or possession, and 
are on the average of college take advantage of a local police does not report it to the police 
age, but generally not college · program of l'ehabilitation and is then liable to arrest. 
students or c~llege paduate~. voluntarily turn themselves in, and "Technically," said Mestemaker, 
Th~ avera~e white drug. offender 1~ in return for volunteering "he is an aider and abettor." 
anti-establishment, anti-war, anti· . ~ . . . . · r d di ti cti . hi miormation are given unmumty Although he admits that 
po ice, afndre s nd ve inh "l.s from prosecution. Other students normally there is little chance a 
pattern o ss an speec. n t to te f. hi h 
other words," one Cincinnati xurn· , ceHn alrsth oCr etep - dsupc ash school dean will be prosecuted, 
t . " h · · .. avier s e en r an syc Mestemaker feels the . matter is attorney pu it, a ippie. Services. These agencies keep their · · 
Th. d · t. · t . . f'd . 1 · S extremely senous. . is . escr1p .ion may no ident1t1es con ~ ent1a . . ome "I'd equate it witli someorie 
necessarily descr1be the. average students are pumshed quietly by seeing a murder commited," he told 
drug offender, however, sine~ ~~t school officials, as happened this News reporter. "It may cost. 
offenders of the drug proh~b1tion recently at a Student Welfare someone his life. If someone sells 
probably escape apprehenBlon. It 'Board ml!t!ting. This last type of you a drug," he explained, "he 
reflects the fact that arrests of "protection" is hotly debated by doesn't know what you're going to 
college students - and high school law enforcement officeni.. do with it, and he usually doesn't 








We're On Campus/ 
STUDENT UNION 
"DO YOURSELF A PINTO'" WATCH FOR IT ON CAMPUS 
. '. . ~';'.' "· 
"PINTO the Little Long-Distance ·Car",_ will be on campus for test dr'ives. The Pinto will 
be located on the mall. Please take Notice. 
SPONSORED BY THE . . 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY MARKETING DEPARTMENT 
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Philosophy Requirement Faces Jan. 13 Showdown 
. . 
by PHIL MULLIN 
Academic Council were absent. A Foundation study which maintains . that it offers a "breadth and depth . requirements. First of · all, the 
showdown vote on this issue is now ·that "a private school has no of knowledge· not had in any other present hours required in the 
set for January 13. ,reason to exist today if. it has· discipline." It refers to two surveys humanities is disproportionately 
The question of reducing the 15 Rev. Robert Schmidt and Dr "nothin~ distinctive to offer." The: taken within the last 15 years in large when compared to the Social 
hour philosophy requirement was Richard Dumont of the Philosoph~ Philosophy Department maintains w~ich alum~i . have judged Science and Math-Science 
the paramount iuue at last Department were present to argue that Xavier's distinctive offering is p~d?~phy as th~1r most beneficial requirements. 
Wednesday's meeting 'of Academic against reducing the requirement. 'its philosophical orientation. I d18ClplineatXavier. Secondly, Murray pointed out 
Council. They presented a position paper The paper also points to. Schmidt and Dumont offered that the original Academic Council 
However, a vote· on the :which outlined the main reasons philosophy as an important ele- other reasons for retaining a recommendations two years ago on 
philosophy requirement was not 'for keeping the present ment in Xavier's value-oriented minimum of 15 hours. They argue philosophy and theology were 
held at last Wednesday's meeting requirements. structure, that it serves as a unique that since philosophy is overridden by the Board of 
because three members of· The paper points to the Danforth tool for responsible criticism, and encountered explicitly for the first Trustees without giving Academic 
· time in college, the student's Council a chance to react. He also 
Xavier Education Reveals Paradox exposure must be extensive in order referred to the fact that the aubcom-to equalize it with other disciplines mittee on philo.aophy-theology 
welcomed aa policy; ~hen 
academic priorities, such as a good 
t ':ontinued from page 3) 
fac1 lty-student ration, fall behind 
whi e football is proclaimed an 
------------- "int igral part of Xavier" to local 
new 1papers; when recruitment and 
studied before the student enters requirements at that time avoided 
Western Christian patrimony college. They also maintain that it considering how these courses 
foisted upon them in Phil., Theo., is unwise to start revising the would be taught. The relatively 
and History clasaea; then indeed a ·philosophy program when it has high number of hours in 
"frontal lobotomy" has been only been in effect leas than a Y_ear philosophy-theology also proves to 
performed on 'Xavier academics, a?d a. half. Fro~ a practical be the most serious impediment in 
(c.f. Dr. Dumont' a column). If vie~•pcnnt, they point ou~ that ~e attracting transfer students. University Signs 
Summer Faculty 
(FAX) The University baa 
approved, through the office of the 
Academic Vice President, written 
Summer Seaaiona contracts for all 
full-time University faculty, Dr. 
Milton A. Partridge, Assistant 
Dean of the Summer SeSBions has 
announced. 
Contracts will be issued to all full-
time faculty members who teach 
during the Summer Sessions, he 
pointed out. 
The written contract will 
incorporate what in the past has 
been unwritten University policy. 
Exceptions to standard policy will 
be written into individual 
contracts. 
Contracts for the coming 
Summer Sessions of 1971 will be 
released in the near future, Dr. 
Partridge said, since some time is 
necessary for preparing and 
printing the . forms and securing 




Some people may have us 
wrong. It's possible. 
For instance, 'we Paulists 
arc known for the printed 
and the spoken word. Books, 
radio, and TV. The glamorous 
world. · 
But there is another, bigger 
world in which the Paulist 
moves. ... 
A dusty corner in Utah 
where Paulists offer 
material and spiritual relief 
to miarant workers. 
An area known as East 
Village and a Paulist who 
_understands the meaning 
of "taking a trip." 
A Newman Center on a 
troubled college campus 
and a priest who is not a 
ju<Jge but an understanding 
ear and a mediator. 
Deina a Paulist isn't easy. 
Deina a Paulist isn't glamorous. 
It's better. 
For more information on 
Paulist priestly spirit write to: 





415 Welt 59tb Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
publ city project deceptive images 
of ~ :avier, (just ask the state 
chan .pion high school debator of 
Indiana who discovered no debate 
team in September, or the number 
of stu1ents above and beyond the 
limit set for the recruitment office 
who were enticed with offers of 
"full tuition scholarship"); or when 
31 out of 48 black students may not 
retum next semester due to the 
Xavier dies, it will not be because of Phi~osophy .Department 18 paying Dr. J. Kaney Hayes, Associate 
"communistic democracy" or the fo~ ~tself, with a. $56,225 excess of Dean of the College of Busineaa 
"materialism" and "moral tuttionoveraalanea. Administration has been the chief 
degeneration of the young"; ·but A paper submitted by Dr. Robert proponent for lowering the 
rather because, like the dinosaurs, J. Murray of the Clasaics philosophy-theology requirements. 
it could not adapt to a changing Department at the November He points te the fact that Xavier's 
milieu while preserving its meeting summarized the major philosophy-th~lqgy requirement& 
essential character in a more objections raised by opponents of are much higher _than those at any 
refined way. the present philosophy-theology other comparal>le Jesuit university. 
no1 
Love comes in all shapes. 
~~/! .. . 
From one beer lover to anollaer. 
!HE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DUAOIJ. MICHIGAN 48226 
• 
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HAWK RESIGNS OR DOES-HE? 
Joe Hawk, baseball coach at 
Xavier University· for the· past 
eight years, submitted his resignation Thursday, effective .., ______ _, _____ --:~~-~--""91-.-----
Sports Hylelites June 1. 
Hawk assumed the coaching 
duties of the Musketeer baseball 
team in the spring of 1963 
succeeding Don Ruberg, when 
Ruberg was elevated to the head 
basketball coaching position. 
A retired elementary school 
principal at Bridgetwon Public 
School in 1961, Hawk has long 
been· associated with amateur 
baseball in the Queen City, 
coaching American Legion teams 
since 1938. 
His legion teams won five 
national titles, in 1944, 1947, 1952, 
1957, and seventeen state 
championships. 
In announcing his resignation, 
Hawk said, "These past eight years 
have been a most pleasant 
experience for me, and I am looking 
forward to this season coming up." 
Xavier University's Director of 
Athletics, Jim McCafferty, in 
accepting Hawk's resignation said, 
"All of us here at Xavier are most 
appreciative of the fine job Coach 
Hawk has done. We Wish he and 
his wife, Elisabeth continued 
success and good health." IM .. ftMMft#tW 
McCafferty said the University 
would name a successor prior to the 
start of the next school. year in ._ _________ _ 
September. 
I 
UNION, AND REBELS ·FALL TO XU 
by BOB HYLE •TIM GRUBER · The Muskies led by only two 
· · ' points 39.37 at half-time. But ten 
Last Saturday night in their own minutes later their lead had grown 
Schmidt Memorial Field House the to 14 points, 65-52, mainly on 
Musketeers stretched their winning Poppe's bustout. From then the two 
streak to three by trouncing Union teams _swapped points, Xavier 
CHllege 93-78: It iii the longest ending up on top by 15, 93-76: 
The Rebels moved to a 20.8 lead 
with ni~e minutes left before Eck 
came in to save the day. 
The Muskies kept chipping away 
at the lead and finally cut it to 28-
26 .@Ube half on a 10 footer by 
Helmers. , 
string the Muskieshave:been able Xavier out·rebounded Union 43-
t t h · ti fi Xavier shot 33 percent from the 
to. pu. oget er· sine~ pos ng our 30 led by Rusty Blossom's 11 and field in the first half compared to 
wins ma row back m the 1967-68 Helmers' 9. At the free throw line 
h G K · k to k Thomas More's 44 percent. 
season w en eorge ra1ac o Xavier dunked 15 of 23; while Wenderfer led the l!Corers with 12. 
over as head coach. . . . . . Union had a perfect14 for 14: . . 
Coach Kra1'ack was beside C h K .- k h d h' b The Muskies were a different 
oac ra1ac a not mg ut te · th d h If Afi 
himself after the _win over praise for Steve ·Poppe after. the. amt the ~ec~n a ed. hterl 4d0 
Union-"Sixty .percent·.from the "Lok ._ti th d'd"K . k secon s ey a captur t e·ea 
floor is some .· shootin'g. " What bgameed. "oH w a fie I fr' ra~acht . on baskets by Fullarton and Eck .. · · eam . e was ve om e1g 
pleased Co~ch, Krajack . most was from the floor and he played great The lead went back and forth 
that Xavier s scormg was defense. Tonight it was Steve, .Iailt .~fore Do~g Alt ':"ent on~ streak.of 
balanced-they won as a .team. game it was Jay Eck; and .. eight strwght pomts to give Xavier 
Rusty Blossom is. to ~ Xavier's tomorrow ... " ·. a commanding 42-33 lead. 
best sh°?ters a.nd pro~ablr one of After a lethargic first haif the The Muskies kept. that lead safe 
the best m the country. He s only a Musketeers come back to shoot 61 for the rest ·of the mght. The final 
. 6'6" junior who has made 19 of the percent in the second half and drop margin of 14 points was the biggest 
22 shots he had taken thus far for the Thomas More College Rebels, leadofthenight. 
the season. 64-50. Eck led the Xavier scoring with 
?aptain Je!"Y Helmers has ~n Jay Eck came off the bench at 15 points and Doug Alt had 14. 
domg a good Job at forward. His 24 the end of the first half to score Wederfer led all scorers with 20 
point outing last Saturday more nine points and help the Muskies in points. 
than matched his tenacious the game. · 
defense. A combined team effort in the -Frosh 
Doug Alt and Jay Eck combined secondhalfmadethewinpossibl~ i· 
for 38 points. Steve Poppe has been ' · ·D Th 
Xavier's big surprise. Poppe, a Thom~ More st~rted .off t~e rop Om88 
Drub. 
by BOB HYLE 
Joe Hawk, 65 years old, and baseball coach at Xavier for eight years, 
resigned Thursday. At least that is what the Athletic Board want us to 
believe. 
On Wednesday, December9, a report.in the Cincinnati Enquirer said 
that Hawk would no longer be coach of the baseball team. 
After this happened, Athletic Director Jim McCafferty, was asked 
about it. He said, "There will be an announcement, as it was just a 
rumor in the morning paper." 
The Enquirer story did not give any reason.for Hawk's leaving and 
did not tell woo their sources were. McCafferty took this as a "sign that 
it is just hearsay." 
Since many cutbacks were being made around the university in terms 
of finance, McCafferty was asked about Mr. Hawk. "He gives his salary 
back to the baseball scholarhsip committee." 
It seems that on Monday, December 7, Hawk met with McCafferty 
and Gordon Nead, the chairman of spring sports at Xavier. He was told 
that he would not coach the baseball team this year. 
He was granted permission to speak to the Athletic Board on 
Tuesday, December 8. At the meeting he asked for a reason for 
his release. Hawk said, "I was told, it is Xavier's policy to tell 
you what, not why." 
When Mr .. Hawk was asked why he was let go, he said, "Truthfully I 
don't know. I know of nothing that would cause this action." Mr. Hawk 
and the baseball team had been planning a raffle to raise funds for 
equipment. McCafferty was not giving his co-operation on the project; 
was this the reason for his dismissal? "He (McCafferty) said no the 
raffle had nothing to do about it," according to Hawk. 
On Thursday, Hawk was told that he be the coach for this year, and 
then he submitted his resignation effective June 1, 1971. 
Mr. Rod Shearer, Dean of Student Affairs was asked if Mr. Hawk was 
fired. "The original decision has been modified." Concerning the 
statements made by McCafferty he said, "The Athletic Board told them 
to keep quiet until ·the entire situation is cleared." 
Shearer also said, "The board made their decision· prior to this 
meeting." 
The reason for Hawk's leaving was still not clear. 
When Toni O'Brien, the chairman of the Athletic Board was asked if 
Hawk 'Yas fired, his answer was "No." 
Everyone seemed to be sticking to the story that he resigned; 
everyone that is, but Mr. Hawk. 
He was asked ifhe was fired; "No," he said. He hesitated for a 
moment and said, "Well they rescinded it. They say not, I 
guess." · 
Once again the question was raised, were you fired? His answer, 
"That was the original statement, they changed it, and they·told me not 
to tell anything to the newspai>era. I don't want to cause any trouble." 
Is something bad going on over in the atheltic department? "I 
don't have to answer that, do I?" · 
No, Mr. Hawk, I don't think you do. It seems rather strange that a 
man who devoted his time to the Xavier baseball team should resign so 
quickly after this trouble came up. 
But he did. After June 1, 1971 he will be gone. McCafferty said, "All of 
us here are most appreciative of the fine job Coach Hawk has done. We 
wish he and his wife Elisabeth continued success and good health." 
Stirring words from a man Coach Hawk said is "not 
interested in the baseball program growing." . 
No one knows why he will not return. He is 65 years old, but reasons 
are not given. It would be nice if the Athletic Department would let Joe 
and the rest of the worlil in on the secret. 
Spencerians ; 
More Battle. 
senior who was booed by Xavier's game with seven quick pomts, six . 
student section when he came into of them by John Wenderfer, before . . i?Y ~IM '!'~AHAN · 16 points, with Drew Calhoun and 
r th. h lped Xavier could get on the board. Lookmg hke a different ballclub, Roy Thompson, netting 6 and 10 
a game ear 1er is year, e Xavier University's Freshma·n points respectively.· 
spark the Muskies with 10 points in Jerry Helmers broke the ic~ with basketball squad bounced back 
the second-half runaway. a.free throw five and a half mmutes ·from a loo.00 d bb' b Th Fouls spelled the trouble for the 
Center Bob Fullarton was able to after the tip off. A three point play M C II 1 ru T mg Y o~as Frosh as they committed a total of 
b H I. d b k t b B b ore o ege ast uesday evemng 27 to th Rebel ' 16 d'd score only 3 points, complaining Y e mers an a as e Y •0 and ran away with a 115-85 romp e s ' as 1 a por 
midway in the game of being F~tlhl~rton btr7ou6ght the Muskies -over Spencarian College, Saturday 34% performance from the floor. 
lightheaded. This undoubtedly was WI m one a · · night. The tables turned, however, as 
still an after-e(fect of his bout last John Schulte and Wenderfer In the TMC contest, Tom the junior Muskies joined the 
summer with mononeucleosis. applied the pressure at that point. Skaleski led all Xavier scorers with century club, reaching over the 
hundred mark only five games into 
the season. 
'r 
~antalizingTrivia: . . · llF'?otball Awards 
· G1v~n at Game 
1. How many men have ever hit a ball out of Yankee Stadium? At hruftime of the-·-XaVier, 
2. Name the starting· five on the Houston University Basketball Thomas . More basketball game 
team which upset UCLA in the Astrodome in 1968. Coach Dick Selcer announced the 
3. Who were the opponents in the first AFL championship game? 
Who.won? 
4. Who holds the major league record for the most games played 
by a shortstop? 
5. What three colleges have produced the most professional foot-
ball players? . 
Answera: 
.. · 
(I) 7.ero. (2) F Tehodis Lee, F Elvin Hayes, C Ken Spain, G Don· Chaney, G George 
·.Reynolds. (3) Houston Oilers and the San Diego Chaflle~::- Sjln Diego won; (4) Luis 
Aparicio, Chicago Whire Sox, Baltimore Orioles. (5) Notre Dame, Grambling, and 
Southern California . 
. f 
award winners and letter winners 
for this year's football team. 
Because of the Marshall airplane 
tragedy the Muskies donated their 
money from the banquet to the 
fund for Marshall. 
The awards given were: best 
offensive lineman, Mike Herr; best 
offensive back, Ray Langcaster; 
best defensive lineman, Dan Fuller; 
and best defensive back; Evan 
Jowlit~. 
Thompson regained his title as 
scoring leader against the 
Spencarian club, tickling the. 
twines with 41 points. 
Every frosh cager tallied as 
Frosh Coach Jerry Doerger 
emptied the bench after his starters 
built an insurmantable lead during 
the second half. Jim "Scotty" 
Franklin hit for 17 points, his 
finest performance so far, as three 
other players reached double 
figures. · 
From the looks of the Freshman· 
squad so far this season, it looks as 
if Head Coach George Krajack has 
finally come up with some sound 
material for future seasons. 
Coach Hawk 
